How to Profit by Devilish Deceit
So Long as Z is less than or equal to Y, Sustainable
Z= (Volume x Mass)
[Y= structural limit]
Driving out on a bridge and explain in lawman’s term what many still
do not understand. Facts reveal that there is only approximately 500
billion of U S Dollars in printed circulation. To unlawfully print U S
money is a crime under U S law. Most all other countries have similar
laws in place.
A bridge is only as sound as its design and construction. Where a bridge
is limited to 100 vehicles at any given moment, forwarding in time
would reflect that more than 100 vehicles could safely cross the bridge
in any given year. Where it takes a vehicle 1 hour to cross, mathematics
can be used to calculate the total for a year or decade.
Volume
100 per hour - 2,400 per 24 hour day - 876,000 per year
As time is fluid, we shall execute a snapshot in time limited.
K=“One” minute.
As volume per hour is limited, the only variable available to allow for
increase is that of mass. In this example of origination, the bridge was
calculated to handle a vehicle that has a mass of “One”.
Mass
100 per hour - 2,400 per 24 hour day - 876,000 per year
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Extrapolating the tangible support base of the bridge, the bridge can
handle a volume of 1.666 at K.
Were the Intangible Stock Market increases in volume, such increase in
volume would require the mass to be reduced so that the equation
remains in balance.
To increase both the Volume and the Mass, as the financial markets
did, the sum would exceed the design value of Y (Available Money over
time).
Exceed Y, failure imminent.
Simple mathematic calculations of the current Intangible Stock Market
would reflect that Z has a value greatly exceeding design limit Y.
Appears the FED, ECB, IMF and all the others are attempting to
support a bridge that is failing/has failed as design limits have been
surpassed.
Not hard to calculate rate of collapse for any value of Q
{2,4,8,16,32,64,128,256, etc…} once Q (Intangible Value) is established.

Mathematics do not Lie
People Lie
God does not Lie
People Lie
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